Christians to Muslims and
Jews: “Crusades Were Wrong”
Written by Rusty Wright
Why would modern Christians retrace the steps of the eleventhcentury Crusaders? To apologize for the atrocities of their
ancestors.
Their “Reconciliation Walk,” which ends this summer in
Jerusalem on the 900th anniversary of the Crusaders’ storming
of the city, has garnered intriguing response across Europe
and the Middle East. Representatives of Israel, the
Palestinian Authority, Judaism, Islam and Eastern Orthodoxy
will attend the July 15 Jerusalem event.
The Crusades’ outrages have long seemed one of history’s ugly
abscesses. The thought of killing to reclaim a “holy land” in
“the name of Christ” seems a sick farce.
The Crusaders’ committed horrible atrocities, raping,
murdering and plundering Jews, Muslims and other Christians en
route to Palestine. When they reached Jerusalem in 1099, blood
flowed freely. Jews fled to a synagogue and Muslims to a
mosque. Crusaders burned the synagogue, killing about 6,000
Jews, and stormed the mosque, butchering an estimated 30,000
Muslims. They left a legacy of fear and contempt in the Muslim
world.
That’s why when Reconciliation Walk leader Lynn Green entered
a Muslim gathering at a Turkish mosque in Cologne, Germany on
Easter 1996, he didn’t know what to expect. He was in the city
where the medieval Crusades began in 1096 with other
Christians determined to retrace the steps of the eleventhcentury Crusaders and apologize to Muslims and Jews for the
horrors committed against their forebears in the name of
Christ.

The Imam’s (leading teacher’s) public response was startling.
“When I heard the nature of your message,” he told the crowd,
“I was astonished and filled with hope. I thought to myself,
`Whoever had this idea must have had an epiphany.'” In further
conversation, the Imam told Green that many Muslims were
starting to examine their sins against Christians and Jews but
haven’t known what to do, and that the Christians’ apology was
a good example for Muslims to follow.
125 Christians formally presented the “Reconciliation Walk”
statement of apology in Turkish, German and English to about
200 Muslim disciples at the Cologne mosque. Loud, sustained
applause followed. The Imam, the most senior imam in Europe,
sent copies of the statement to 600 mosques throughout Europe.
The Walk was off to a promising start.
The 2000-mile, three-year walk across Europe, through the
Balkans and Turkey and south to Jerusalem has sought to build
bridges of understanding and to turn back over 900 years of
animosity among the world’s three major religions. Response
has been surprisingly warm. Audiences at synagogues and
mosques have lauded the gesture, often in tears, and
encouraged its proclamation. Nationwide press coverage and
government protective escorts in Turkey brought crowds into
the village streets to receive the walkers enthusiastically.
The Reconciliation Walk Message says the Crusaders “betrayed
the name of Christ by conducting themselves in a manner
contrary to His wishes and character. …(By lifting up the
Cross) they corrupted its true meaning of reconciliation,
forgiveness and selfless love.” The messengers “deeply regret
the atrocities committed in the name of Christ by our
predecessors. We are simple followers of Jesus Christ who have
found forgiveness from sin and life in Him,” they explain. “We
renounce greed, hatred and fear, and condemn all violence done
in the name of Jesus Christ.”
The walkers cite Jesus’ biblical affirmation that He came to

“proclaim release to the captives, and recovery of sight to
the blind, to set free those who are oppressed.”
Observers have found the Walk absorbing. International School
of Theology church history professor Dr. J. Raymond Albrektson
called it “a commendable and necessary venture, and better
late than never.”
Duke University Professor of Religion Eric Meyers, who is
Jewish, commented, “Reconciliation between Christianity and
the Jewish people or Christianity and the Islamic world is
certainly a laudable and noble aim.” Meyers hoped that what he
called “God’s universalistic vision” would not be overlooked.
George Washington University Professor of Islamic Studies Dr.
Seyyed Hossein Nasr, a Muslim, remarked, “Every effort by both
sides to bring Christians and Muslims closer together and to
unify them before the formidable forces of irreligion and
secularism which wield inordinate power today
supported by people of faith in both worlds.”
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Apologizing for 900-year-old sins won’t restore the lives
lost. But in a modern world where religious differences can
prompt turf wars and ethnic cleansing, maybe it can provide an
inspiring example to emulate.
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